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Introduction 
 

This plan has been developed by the Council and supporting officers as a guiding document to ensure the 

future financial security and quality of the golfing experience provided by Flempton Golf Club to its 

membership. 

The strategic plan is developed taking into account the needs of its membership and the surrounding 
circumstances of the club. The character of the club; quality of the course and greens; the clubhouse 
facilities and the stewardship of the club's assets were considered during the writing of this report.         As 
were the results of the Members Survey of April 2019 held under the guidance of England Golf.  

Purpose 
This Strategic Plan provides a document for constant reference by the Council (and Captains’ Committees) 
for the execution of their collective responsibility and for periodic review and approval by the membership 
at large. It provides clarity of purpose for the club in a manner which is transparent and avoids ambiguity.   
 
This plan will ensure that investments are made for the long-term benefit of the club and within its 

financial means.   

Strategic Objectives 

● To achieve golfing excellence 

● To create a positive supporting environment   

● To ensure sound management.  

Our Values 

● A positive golfing environment 

● High standards of golfing etiquette 

● Pride in our Club and promotion of our good reputation 

● Encouragement and recognition of success. 
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Priorities & Aspirations 

1) Achieving Golfing Excellence 

I. To provide a golf course, all year round, that is the pride of its membership. 

II. To encourage and facilitate improvements in golfing skills (practice facilities) and achievement. 

2) Evaluate and remove obstacles 

I. To establish a membership fee structure which does not deter those we hope will join the Club. 

    ii. To maintain clear communications both within the Club and externally. 

3) Creating the environment  

I. Ensure a welcoming and friendly environment for all members, guests and visitors. 

   ii. To invest in non-course projects to develop the Club in line with members wishes. 

   iii. To provide a high quality and cost-effective bar and catering service that responds to the needs  

of the members. 

4) Management Control 

I. To develop a management structure to oversee the long-term ambitions of the Club. 

   ii. To ensure that best practice is the cornerstone of our governance policy. 

   iii. To improve efficiencies and broaden income streams, without negatively impacting on    

membership experiences and subscriptions.  

Implementation 
Our four strategic objectives are achieved by developing action plans for the following areas of the Club 

1) The Course  

2) Membership  

3) Marketing  

4) Development  

5) House  

6) Sales & Administration  

7) Financials  

8) Governance  
 

Each area will be led by a member of the Management Council, which will always be accountable to the 

members. The work carried out will form the basis of the Council meetings and circulated to the 

membership on a regular basis. 
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The Course 
The course, with the help of a design by J H Taylor is a fine example of a free- running heathland course. 

Held in high regard across the county it is the club’s primary asset and will continue to be the club’s main 

priority.  

First and foremost, there will be continued focus on improvements and maintenance of the course to the 

highest of standards.  

The program for repair and replacement of machinery will be managed with consideration of the changing 

needs of the maintenance program, and the health and safety issues of aging machinery.    

Where work is considered to be non-standard, external contractors will be employed. 

All changes on the course will consider the variety of golfing levels of the membership and be mindful of 

the needs of the physically restricted players. 

There is a long-term plan in place for preparing the grasses on the greens as within 5 years many of the 

commonly used chemicals will be unobtainable. By taking action now we will maintain the varieties needed 

for the correct greens sward.  

Forward plan 

There will be continued focus on the fairway improvements and semi rough.  

The surface of the tees should be more robust, so a trial using more soil mix rather than all sand to 

strengthen the grass roots will be undertaken. 1st tee will be rebuilt in autumn and if possible, the back of 

5th tee raised and returfed.  

Bunker tops will be spiked and seeded.  

Less feed will be used on the greens and the thatch broken down with TX product. There will be no hollow 

tine of the greens, but a ‘dimple’ machine will be hired for reseeding this autumn.  

Approaches will be treated in a similar manner to the greens but will require hollow tines and treating. 

Prepare the greens for the changes expected.  

Prioritise improving tees.  

Improve practice ground facilities. 
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 Membership 
Flempton Golf Club exists for the benefit of its members. Our first priority is to build and retain the 

maximum level of full playing membership. The clubs targeted membership will be for those seeking a high 

quality of golfing experience. We will not join in the “Race to the bottom” by offering a wide range of 

discounted fees.  

The club values members who have long standing ties to the local community and / or those who are most 

likely to remain as loyal members in the future. Existing members are our best ambassadors and are the 

greatest asset we have in recruiting new members.  

Encouraging those back into the sport has had the most success to date and this will continue to be a 

target group. Converting Academy Members to Full is a high priority. 

There are currently a significant number of new residents moving into homes being built within our, 30-

mile, catchment area. These will be specifically targeted.   

Encouraging youth and younger members into the club is vital for our long-term vitality. The relationship 

with Culford Academy is one of our great strengths in this respect.  

The Ladies section has much to offer but suffers from a low number of active members. Particular effort 

will be taken to grow this section within the club.  

The membership application process is constantly under review and will be welcoming to potential 

members and ensure a seamless path to membership.  

Social membership remains an important part of club life. Events shall be arranged to make the social 

calendar more widely attractive and accessible.  

All new members will be introduced to the ethos of the club and encouraged to partake in club activities.  

A CONGU handicap will remain necessary to partake in all official club competitions.   

 Marketing 
We will provide an effective multidirectional communication platform to advise forward policy to ensure 

this remains a club run ‘for its members by its members’.   

We will raise the Club’s profile externally with consistent branding ensuring the club benefits from current 

promotional methods while retaining its traditional ethos.   

We will improve the visitor’s database & systematically follow up visiting players. The process will include 

the identification of peak and off-peak times to be made available to visitors.  

We will secure and promote brand awareness by producing marketing material with specific key messages 

aimed at identified targets.   

We will encourage Members to understand and support the marketing strategy.  

Key Projects include:-  

Completion of the new website that is weighted at getting potential members to the website and to visit 

the course with a view to joining.   

  

Refining the sales funnel by driving traffic from the web for e-mail marketing.  
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 Development 
The strategic plan covers the development of our properties.  

All projects must add value to the membership 

The MC assessed the properties, machinery shed, clubhouse, cottage, office.  

We considered the options for each and acquired quotations for the following.  

Machinery shed:  

- Assess area and facilities required.  

- Consider complete replacement on new site, rebuild on existing site, refurbish the existing shed, 

maintaining the character of the old. - Include new facilities for the green keepers  

Cottage:  

- A survey on the cottage was conducted in August 2018.  

- Options for usage considered  

- Before any occupation a new roof was needed which was commissioned and completed in May 2019. 
Internal decoration June 2019.   

- Other work which could be done - damp proof course, bathroom upgrade.  

Clubhouse:  

- Quotations were received to refurbish the gentlemen's changing room. - It was agreed for a design 

team from the West Suffolk College to be given the brief to assess the whole clubhouse, dining room, 
bar, entrance, changing room and issue a report which may be a blueprint for a staged refurbishment. 
The WSC 

      design project will be completed by year end.  

- Seek quotation for a climate control unit for the kitchen  

Office:  

- The office in the ‘shed’ is cramped, dark, cold in winter and ‘unseen’. -  A quotation has been sought to 

sight an office/meeting room on the grass area to the West of the clubhouse with a view of the first tee 
and ninth green.  

- To enable the Club Manager to monitor activity and be evident for members and visitors.  

- This facility could also house extra space for a professional or staff.  

Other considerations:  

- The driveway and carpark to be refurbished  

- Signage for the club externally  

- Septic tank replacement is overdue.  

The above need prioritising within the club’s strategic plan when funds are available.  
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Culford School 

One of the most important objectives of developing the environment is our long-standing relationship with 

Culford School.  

We are very proud of the fact that Culford choose to play and practice at Flempton. This is a relationship 

we would like to develop. It is believed the first step should be the publishing of a Service Agreement. This 

agreement will be used for the future relationship and development of our partnership. 

 House 
Our objectives will be  

• To improve the consistency of food quality and service  

• To improve cost control 

• To reduce and manage the level of waste 

These are now possible with our Merlin Epos System or EPOS. An electronic point of sale which 

gives a breakdown of sales by product group, by the hour, by each member of staff. EPOS helps 

FGC to maximise profits and reduce waste.  

 Sales & Administration 
Our plan is to utilize the management information from our Epos and card system to drive efficient 

decision making, improving turn over and profitability. Our aim is to generate a turnover 10% in excess of 

expenditure.  

  Financials 
I. To maintain a business aware environment to achieve long term objectives of the Club 

II. To use best practice governance 

III. To ensure efficient administration system 

IV. To ensure well trained staff 

V. To introduce staff appraisals 

VI. To develop Club Manager’s responsibilities 

VII. To review staffing levels to maintain efficiency. 

  Governance 
i. To review Club Rules, Memorandum and Articles to ensure they are current and up to date 

ii. To review Management structure 

iii. To review the risk assessment of the business 

iv. To investigate the establishment of funds, available for future projects 

v. To ensure periodic review and approval by the membership at large.  

 

 


